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Flight Lines

Cover Page: Frazer’s Raven performing at the Warbirds
over Awatoto airshow. Not strictly a warbird but definitely
one of the highlights of the weekend
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CLUB NIGHT:
VENUE:

Wednesday 10 March, 2021 7.30 pm
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Club Night Theme: Member participation night – bring a project, a
tool, a book, a story or whatever entertains!
Club Themed Flying Day: Float planes on the 28th March at Lake
Kainui (Lake D)
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Presidents Report
Grant
Well this may well go down on record as my
shortest monthly presidents report to date. I’m
just in the process of packing bags and getting
on the road to the Wings over Wairarapa
Airshow this weekend, which at this point is
promising to be a good one…that is if the
country doesn’t go back into lockdown yet
again! (Yep, it sure did…Ed).
This battle with Covid is far from one yet, but it’s great to see the
vaccine is starting to be deployed at the front line as they say!
So by now you will be aware the AGM meeting has passed and as it’s
me writing this article, you will have guessed that I didn’t manage to
hand the president’s job forward. Well in fact, that goes equally as well
for the rest of the committee too, with everyone rolling over into the
coming year with their previous roles. The only exception this year was
the addition of Wayne Cartwright to the committee, so welcome on
board Wayne. Thank you to those that turned up for the AGM, it was a
good meeting with nothing being of huge concern to members.
This months club night will see us kick off the year with another
member participation night…yes that right, you guys will be providing
some of the entertainment. This will be a projects night, a tool night, a
book night, a story night…yes that right, the floor will be open for
“Show and Tell” so please make an effort to bring something along to
share with the rest of the meeting. There will also be a few photos to
show from the Wairarapa Airshow assuming it all goes ahead, plus I
have some pics from the RNZAF Wigram Base Air museum and stuff!
The end of March (27th) the HMAC club will be hosting an Aerobatic
Contest at our field all day. The exciting news is that we have been
granted a Notam (Notice to Airmen) for the day which allows us to
legally fly up to 1200 feet above ground level (as opposed to our usual
400ft). Thus the main runway will be unavailable for general flying,
however gliders and electric may still operate in the paddock to the north
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of the carpark at the discretion of the contest director and only with an
observer if going over 400Ft. The competition includes beginner
aerobatic classes, so why not take the opportunity to try a bit of
competition flying yourself.
For the record, the granting of a Notam does not mean full-size Aircraft
must avoid us, it just means we are legally allowed to fly to 1200ft for
the duration of the Notam. Therefore in all cases a model must avoid any
possible collision with full size by rapidly descending out of the way.
Hence observers are mandatory if going over 400ft. The fact that we
have been granted this Notam opens up the potential for other events at
our field. The committee will be discussing our options at the next
committee meeting, so we will keep you posted in the next newsletter.
People have asked about float plane days since our last event in
November. I can report that we have an event schedule currently
awaiting approval from the District council. The proposed dates have
been posted on our web calendar with the first event scheduled for the
28th March at Lake (D) Kainui, Horotiu. Keep an eye on the club website
leading up to the March event to find out if the event is going ahead as
planned.
Ok, that’s my lot, the taxi to the Airshow is waiting and I’m getting the
hurry up. Remember as always…. Safe flying is No Accident!
Cheers, Grant

Sunday was cancelled so Grant had a sleep in…Ed
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Message from the
treasurer:
Alan
Thanks to those members who have paid
their annual subs, that is 14 as at 1 March.
Keep it up as I need to have them all
before the end of this month.
Any member that has not paid by 1st
April is not permitted to fly at any flying
field as you are not covered by insurance.
As a reminder subs for this year have not changed and are as follows:
SENIOR
70 YRS PLUS
FAMILY
FREE FLIGHT C/L
JUNIOR
ASSOCIATE
NON FLYING

$187.00
$167.00
$197.00
$ 127.00
$ 65.00
$ 75.00
$ 30.00

All flying members subs include MFNZ subs of $95 for Snrs and $100
for family membership.
We now have two junior members Andrew and Pierce England,
welcome to the club.
They have joined under a family membership with Bryce England.
PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS YEAR I CAN NOT TAKE CHEQUES
FOR PAYMENT AS OUR CLUBS BANK WILL NOT ACCEPT
THEM.
Payment is to be done by direct credit to account 03 0314 0215645-00
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If you cannot do payment by direct credit please go to your bank and pay
to our account no.
PLEASE ENSURE THAT YOU ASK THE TELLER TO PUT YOUR
NAME ON THE DEPOSIT
It was not a good turnout by members to our AGM last month, only 21
attended and three apologies.
That's all from me this month.
Alan

The Bank of Alan is awaiting your money. Please pay by 1
April, thank you
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WAIKATO FREE FLIGHT CHAMPS
SATURDAY 13th March 2021
PROCTOR ROAD

8.00am start

Fly-offs 2.30pm

Entry point to field will be marked with a yellow sign
Close any gates that you open
Field levy: $10

AGGREGATE
OPEN POWER
OPEN RUBBER
KIWI POWER
CAT / HLG Combined
E-36

CD: 07 853.8847 Bernard Scott

30 minutes Start at 9:00am
3 x 180
3 x 180
3 x 120
6 x 60
3 x 120

The Champs are returning to a more traditional timing for 2021. The
multiple rescheduling of some previous years took the event almost to
the end of the year which got a bit complicated. Fingers crossed for 2021
as, barring covid restrictions, the date is the date. So, be prepared to pull
on your big boys clothes and face what the weather brings.
Proctor Road will be used, so there is scope for longer maxes in Open
Power and Open Rubber. Email me if you need a map showing the
Proctor Road area.
scott.scott@xtra.co.nz
Aggregate is again on the menu, a concession to a veritable tidal wave of
letters and phone calls demanding that it be included. Bryce is honing
his first aid skills, particularly the application of splints and the
bandaging of ankles, so no worries there. And, rumour has it that Robert
is dusting off his Tomboy
Bernard
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And from the Bulletin
Editor:
Dave
AGM’s. Ahhh, just the mention of an
upcoming AGM is enough for most club
members to either come down with a
mysterious illness or they seem to have a much more important
engagement on that very evening. Oh dear. If you’re a member of any
club or organization these days you simply can’t avoid them. Thankfully
they only roll around once every twelve months and I’m pleased to say
as ours has just been and gone everyone can now breathe a bit easier and
I’m guessing they’ll be a few more people at the next club meeting.
Amen.
The highlight for many RC enthusiasts during February was the
Warbirds over Awatoto event hosted by MFHB in Napier. A number of
HMAC members were in attendance once again for a fantastic weekends
worth of flying.
I’d like to thank Barrie Russell, the Editor of MFHB’s Propwash
newsletter for allowing me to use his text which covers this event. This
gives a good overall description of the weekend and also an indication of
the many people involved in the organization, planning and running of
the event to seamlessly make it all happen. Well done MFHB.
_________________________________________________________
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The Ubiquitous Fletcher
Bruce Pickering
Surely almost every New Zealander recognizes the Fletcher top dressing
aircraft; every person interested in aviation certainly does—most of them
would recognize it by its sound alone. But perhaps the origins and
history of this iconic aircraft are not so widely known. The brainchild of
aeronautical engineer John Thorp, the Fletcher FU-24 was developed for
a specific purpose from a progression of earlier designs.

Fletcher FU-24
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John Willard Thorp was born in California in 1912. His inventive spirit
revealed itself early in his life. In high school he patented a mechanical
device linked to the throttle on the Ford Model-A to automatically retard
the spark. At age 17 he entered the Boeing School of Aeronautics.
During his 79 years he developed a reputation for being an innovative
aeronautical engineer who made significant contributions to aircraft
design. Encouraged by a family member, John gained his private pilot
licence in 1930. By 1946 he had logged over 600 hours in 62 different
aircraft types, so clearly he was more than a theoretical designer. During
the 1930s and 1940s he worked for Boeing and Lockheed, and in the
1950s he had a hand in designing the Cherokee and Pawnee for Piper.
During those early years he also began designing private aircraft starting
in 1931 with the T-1.
During the war years at Lockheed he rose to become Assistant
Preliminary Design Engineer. But he never lost his interest in light
personal aircraft. For five years before the war in collaboration with
Rudy Paulic he developed his first six designs. While at Lockheed he
continued to tweak his designs in his own time, fitting larger engines,
tricycle undercarriage instead of tail wheel, longer oleo struts etc.
Lockheed did recognize his work, building a single seat adaptation of his
T-9, which they called the Little Dipper. Although loved by its test pilots,
nobody else was interested and it was subsequently dropped.
He produced 28 designs in total, culminating in 1974 with the T-28, a
two place twin engined aircraft. An innovative designer, Thorp along
with Lockheed, his employer at the time, held the patent for the allflying tail plane. He understood the advantage of enhanced pitch stability
and responsiveness of a one piece stabilizer. The design also allowed for
smaller, lighter tail surfaces without losing any effectiveness. The allflying tail subsequently became one of Thorp’s signatures in future
designs.
After the war the Thorp Aircraft Corporation was established, starting
with nine employees. They developed his T-10 design through various
iterations to become the Sky Skooter, which was intended to be a cheap
private aeroplane that anybody could afford. But there were no buyers
and the idea flopped. However, Thorp was not easily put off.
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In 1951 he approached Fletcher Aviation Corporation of California with
his design and together with Wendell Fletcher they developed the Sky
Skooter into the FD-25 (Fletcher Defender).

Fletcher FU-25
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This diminutive light aeroplane was proposed as an armed Counter
Insurgency (COIN) aircraft powered by a 225hp Continental engine.
Three were built by Fletchers before they ceased production. Apart from
some interest in Japan, where a few were built, the design failed to create
any substantial attraction. Still, Thorp would not concede defeat, and
finally his breakthrough came.
At about this time top dressing operators in New Zealand began looking
for replacements for the war surplus Tiger Moths and other light aircraft
that were being used. Although working successfully, not being purpose
designed for the job they left a lot to be desired. Discussions with
Fletchers took place, resulting in developing the FD-25 Defender into
the larger FU-24 that we are familiar with (although retaining the wing
chord of 1.5m the span was increased 1.4 times to 12.8 metres). The first
prototype flew mid 1954; after satisfactory testing it and the second,
unflown, prototype were then disassembled and sent to New Zealand.
The original prototype had the same 225hp engine that was fitted to the
Defender, and like its predecessor, it had an open cockpit. Prior to
starting production an enclosed cockpit was designed and the engine was
upgraded to the 260hp Continental. Subsequent aircraft were fitted
variously with 285 and 300 hp engines and later up to 400hp.
Over the following years 70 aircraft arrived in New Zealand in kit form
and were assembled at Hamilton airport. Then in the mid 1960s Fletcher
Aviation ceased manufacture and Pacific Aerospace Ltd took over full
production in Hamilton. Over time various improvements were
implemented in the design. Basically though, the airframe remained the
same, especially the distinctive wing with its straight centre section and
pronounced dihedral on the outer panels. As more power became
desirable, from aircraft number 257 the engine was upgraded to an 8
cylinder 400hp Lycoming. Subsequently, nearly half of the previous
aircraft were re-built and re-engined by the factory. Fieldair and
Superair even experimented with V8 engines; Fieldair selected a smallblock 402 Chevrolet engine, while Superair chose a 640-cubic-inch 500
hp Ford engine. Neither installation was certified and the experiments
came to nothing. Later, some aircraft were altered to accept Garrett or
Walter turbines. This last development led to a complete design overhaul.
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In the mid 1970s, Pacific Aerospace decided that the original design was
nearing its limits and the decision was made to introduce a larger and
stronger aircraft. While retaining the overall look and shape of the
Fletcher, the new PAC Cresco actually shared few components of its
predecessor.
No new Fletchers have been produced since 1992, when a batch of five
was manufactured for Syria. Although there seems to be some confusion
over how many were actually built it is generally accepted that 300 were
produced by the factory, with around ten more being assembled from
spares by others. Rugged and functional, the FU-24 had room for a pilot
and one passenger, could carry 1200 litres of liquid or 1070 kilograms of
fertilizer. The large low aspect ratio wing with its low stall speed
provides all the lift required to function well in its role.
Although other agricultural aircraft, such as the Percival EP9, Auster
Agricola and Airtruk, were introduced to New Zealand none became as
common as the FU-24. Its payload capacity and short field ability were
attractive, as is its excellent forward visibility. However, I have heard
pilots comment on the heaviness of ailerons, requiring large physical
input, and the fact that the seat became uncomfortable after a few hours.
Still, it and its successor are widely used in New Zealand and overseas,
attesting to its being suitably designed for purpose.

Warren Setters FU-24
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Would this aircraft make a good model? Just ask any one of the many
modellers who have built and flown them! I have built four over the
years, ranging in size from 1800mm – 2700mm wingspan and I have
loved every one of them. I fitted working hoppers to two of them,
dropping “fertilizer” down the flying field. When a pilot of the full sized
Fletcher flew one of my models he claimed that its characteristics were
just the same as the big one, especially in elevator and aileron response.
If you feel some kind of affinity for the Fletcher, there are plans
available. The attached 3-view came from PAC so I imagine it is as
accurate as you will ever get. I modelled mine off these drawings. Or, if
you want to be different, there is also a 3-view of the FD-25 Defender.
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Stan’s Spitfire – Progress report
Getting there. Now the fun starts with sanding and glassing plus sorting
out the leading edge. The hard part was the air duct so to get air out the
bottom radiators you’ll see an exit hole near the retracts
cheers
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Warbirds over Awatoto
Reprinted with kind permission by Barrie Russell, Editor
MFHB.
The twenty-second Warbirds over Awatoto Rally was held 6th & 7th
February and again the weather gods were on our side. Light winds,
mainly up and down the strip, with only a sprinkle of morning rain
shortly on Saturday making for a very flyable weekend. We were well
supported by some forty-five pilots from around the North Island with in
excess of 100 aircraft. From briefing on Saturday morning to prize
giving on Sunday afternoon there was continuous flying under the
watchful eye of this year’s convenor and microphone-man Marty
Hughes and flight line boss Ryan Cadwallader. The public who attended
in droves were well entertained, and we were all well fed from the
Barbecue tent with Barry, Dave and the team dispensing delicious
hamburgers, sausages and drinks over the weekend. As with a public
rally of this magnitude, it’s not only those club members who fly that are
due the accolades, but those behind the scene that give their time and
make it all happen. Our biggest chore is the manning of the gate, traffic
control and collection of entrance fees. This year Tony Ives put his hand
up and struggled to find volunteers to man the post and did a lot of the
work himself along with a few others. He deserves the “Man of the
weekend” Award. Great work Tony, all members benefit financially
from your efforts at the gate. The food tent team did a magnificent job
keeping members and visitors well nourished, and the put up and clean
up team as usual turned out and assisted CD Marty and the club, our
thanks to all involved.
Saturday morning, with a brief rain shower, the above panoramas
showing things just getting settled before the flight line becoming really
busy for the rest of the day. Every year the aircraft seem to get bigger
and better and this year was no exception with some really remarkable
models and flying displays. If I had any criticism it would only be the
large number of single aircraft flying displays which can get a bit routine
for the visiting public who like to see action. Sadly, there was some
carnage with Ryan Groves losing his big beautiful BEA Hawk on final
for landing. He initially though he got it too slow on the downwind turn
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and maybe stalled, however there is also some thought that he may have
lost some elevator control. Our President Lance lost his P-51 Mustang
giving pilot Jayden the thrill of a lifetime as it danced its way around one
circuit disobeying every control input and totalled itself on the runway
whilst coming back to earth. Turns out during a refit the night before,
Prez somehow got the gyro installed upside down and the Rx / Tx was
not advised so it spent the circuit trying to disobey the pilot and roll
inverted, tut tut and Ugh ! Dave Nielson lost his Lysander when a wing
folded, not uncommon on that model I understand as the wing struts are
very functional and any loss of attachment has a disastrous result.
Gordon Meads lost his Finnish Airforce Hurricane into the lake beyond
the river when the elevator stopped responding, with the remains being
salvaged by our swimming crew, Jayden and Gus! Interesting model
with Swastika markings from the Finnish allied air force. I was a bit out
of action over the weekend, but very ably supported by club members
Brett Robinson and Clive Baker, Rob Lockyer and visitor John
Campbell who with their cameras at the ready made this following photo
presentation possible, my grateful thanks. Ed.

Team HMAC
Chris, Colleen, Lyndon, Grant, Gordon Alan and Stan. Oh
and Dave too. Frazer’s not far away either.
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Craig Abbott – Auckland
Eindecker

HMAC on the flight line

Frazer

Stan’s Spitfire

Phil Sharp – MFHB
Fiesler Storch
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John Clarke – MFHB fantastic DC3

Ryan Groves BEA Hawk
Before and after

Alan’s Stampe
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Peter Brown - Vampire

An assortment of
pictures from a
terrific weekend.

What ya
doing
Grant ?

Go away
Dave I’m
busy
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Scott Purdy – Auckland
727

Craig Abbott – Auckland
F-104 Starfighter
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Frazer at work – or is
this play ?

MFHB flight line
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Stan Nicholas – MFHB
Mustang

Another very successful Warbirds Rally, and a hearty vote of thanks to
all those visiting pilots and their magnificent flying machines for their
continued support. Plans are already afoot for next year’s event with a
questionnaire going out to all participating modellers for their comments
and criticism. We look forward to hearing from you and seeing you all
again in February 2022.

A fantastic event which is well run and attended with pilots from all
over NZ. For those who haven’t been to this event it is well worth the
effort…Ed
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Contact Alan
021 0259 3002
Or
07 8433889

FOCKE- WULF FW190
Seagull models 80in wingspan, has 15kg electric retracts powered by a
32cc Turningy engine , 7 20kg servos and normal one on throttle This
model has only had about 4 flights and flies very well see photos
Reluctantly selling as I need to down size my aircraft
$1300
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G44 WIDGEON FLOATPLANE
This model is a Greatplanes Electrifly. It has a 51in wingspan, 4 servos
two electric motors with two speed controllers. the fuselage is fibre
glass .this model when purchased was quite expensive, for the kit alone
was over $400 then you had to purchase the motors etc.
A Great flyer off the water
$275.00

Now for a bargain
Kyosho MACCHI M33 Float plane.
This model can be repaired by someone who is good at fibre glassing . it
needs to be powered by electric or ic 61 tor 70 fs.
Has four water proof servos. WS is 57.5in
$100.00 or reasonable offers, needs to get out of the shed
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So how does HMAC celebrate the last
day of Summer ?
We go flying of course

Left – Dennis
Top Right – Gordon and Colin
Bottom Right – Sel, Erl and Alan
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Bryce
England
on
achieving your Wings
Badge.
Well done
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Airsail MAC RC Vintage and Classical
Contest and Rally
20 – 21 February 2021
CD’s Report
With Auckland at alert level 3 only days before the event we were quite
unsure whether the competition would be able to be held. Thank
goodness the Prime Minister realised that Vintage must go ahead at all
costs and lowered the alert level accordingly. I’m sure a certain boat race
happening at the same time was just a coincidence.
As it happened the weekend was a corker with a massive high over the
whole country. At our location at the Airsail MAC field conditions were
ideal with nice thermals passing over regularly with little or no breeze to
speak of. Saturday was the hotter and better of the two days with the
wind swinging 180 degrees and picking up from Sunday lunchtime
onwards.
The usual suspects came out to play and it was good to catch up with
everyone once again. In particular John Ryan, Dave Little and David
Thornley up from Rotorua. Much appreciated lads.
Some very good times posted by everyone in nearly all categories.
John Butchers (Tuakau) newly finished E Rubber “Toots” came under
close scrutiny as John had built it to an incredible 2 3/4 ounces per
square foot wing loading. The plane was covered with mylar and under
ideal conditions which we had on both mornings the plane was in its
element. I think it’s fair to say that the aircraft was not built for a windy
day.
There are pluses and minuses with all aircraft and building for certain
weather conditions is but one of them.
Don Mossop (Tauranga) had his lovely Dixielander along but
unfortunately mechanical issues put pay to any results on the scoreboard.
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Similarly Dave Crook with his Dixielander which had just undergone
motor and electronics changes so trimming flights was the order of the
day there.
Don did make up for the pain by winning in the E Duration Class.
Wayne Cartwright flew his lovely Strato Streak to first place in the 1/2 E
category with some excellent flights.
And I won’t mention that Tony Gribble (Auckland Soar) accidently left
his wings behind at home for his Glow Worm. Oops just did.
Our thanks go to John and Sharon Danks for hosting the Vintage SIG at
their field, a terrific venue.
Dave

Dave’s Dixielander

Bernard with Stardust Special
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The good ol’ days when you didn’t need a degree to get in
the door
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Coming Events 2021
March 2021
• New Plymouth Club Memorial Weekend Events
March 5, 2021 - March 7, 2021 @ New Plymouth Model Aero Club
• HMAC Club Night Meeting – Member participation evening
March 10, 2021 - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A Maeroa
Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
• RC Aerobatics Competition
March 13, 2021 - @ Highbrook Model Airpark, Pukekiwiriki Place
Highbrook Auckland.
• RC Pylon Racing Series- Waikato Champs (Reschuled Date)
March 14, 2021 - @ JR Airsail Airfield, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
• Vintage Competition and Rally
March 20 – March 21, 2021 @ Thames Blackfeet MAC, Torehape Road East,
Ngatea
• RC Aerobatics Competition – Hamilton MAC
March 27, 2021 - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton
• HMAC Float Plane Day @ Lake Kainui (To be confirmed)
March 28, 2021 9:00 am - @ Lake Kainui (D), Lake Road, Horsham Downs.

April 2021
• Classic Fighters Omaka Airshow 2021 (full size)
April 2, 2021 - April 4, 2021 @ Omaka Aerodrome, Blenheim, Marlborough,
New Zealand
• RC Pylon Racing Series
April 4, 2021 - @ JR Airsail Airfield, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
• LMANZ Large Model Rally – North Shore MAC – Dairy Flat
April 10, 2021 - April 11, 2021 @ North Shore MAC, Green Road, Dairy Flat,
Auckland
• HMAC Club Night Meeting
April 14, 2021 - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A Maeroa
Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
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Next Flight Lines April 2021
April Newsletter deadline – Wednesday 7 April 2021

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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